Analysis of potential contamination factors in musculoskeletal tissues.
Tissue Banks have become the main source for bone grafts, due to preference for homologous tissues. Notwithstanding the use of aseptic techniques for procurement of tissues and judicious selection of donors, microorganisms are frequently found in procured bones. Purpose of this study is to evaluate the factors that increase safety of procurement and minimize discard of procured tissues. Microbiological contamination was analyzed in 1271 musculoskeletal tissues removed from 138 multi-organ donors over a period extending from 2006 to 2016. Effects of various risk factors related with contamination were estimated using a logistic regression model. Microbiological contamination rate in the tissues was 17.1%; low pathogenic microorganisms were cultivated in 12.9% of the tissues, while highly pathogenic ones were cultivated in 4.2% of the tissues. Evolution of one single team was monitored during that period, verifying a fall in the general contamination level from 22.5 to 9.2%. Absence of antibiotics increased low pathogenic contamination risk. Every additional day in intensive care unit (ICU) increased the risk of highly pathogenic contamination. Time elapsed between death and the beginning of removal procedures was found to be relevant for both low pathogenic and highly pathogenic microorganisms. Among the studied factors, the following contributed for a significant increase in contamination by microorganisms in removed tissues: lack of use of prophylactic antibiotic therapy in donors, quantity of removed tissues, length of admission in ICU and the time elapsed between aortic clamping and beginning of the removal procedure.